Cookies policy
Important notice: please read carefully before using the website
This site uses cookies to store information on your computer. This policy explains how we use cookies and
may be amended, from time to time, without notice. To ensure that you are using this site with full and upto-date information of how we use cookies, please review this policy regularly as any amended policy will
be updated on the site. By using this site you agree to the placement of cookies on your computer in
accordance with the terms of this policy. If you do not wish to accept cookies from this site, please either
disable cookies or refrain from using this site.

What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files, which often include a unique identifier that is sent by a web server to your
computer, mobile phone or any other internet enabled device (“device”) when you visit a website. Cookies
are used in order to make websites work efficiently and they also help provide us with business and
marketing information which enables us to make informed decisions on the development of our websites.

Third party cookies
BennBridge US LLC (“BennBridge”) also uses cookies which collect information and send it to third parties.
An example of this is Google Analytics. BennBridge does not control any cookies that may be sent by these
external websites. Where this site allows such cookies to be set or you access other websites from this site
using the links provided, the operators of these websites will use cookies in accordance with their own
cookies policy, which may differ from ours.

How to withdraw consent to control and/or delete cookies
It is possible to remove cookies or block them from recording this information, generally by selecting the
Options menu then Privacy section of your browser. Each browser is slightly different and constantly
updating. For more information consult the Help menu for your browser.

BennBridge’s use of cookies
When using cookies, we do not collect or store any personal information about you. Many cookies are
designed to give you optimal usage of the web. For example, we use cookies to improve your user
experience when using our website, such as determining whether your browser supports specific
technology features.

Our use of Cookies
Analytical: This type of cookie helps us to see how you use our website. They don't collect any information
that could identify you – all the information collected is anonymous and is only used to help us improve the
performance of our website, understand what interests our users and measure how effective our
marketing is;

Session cookies: help you navigate from page to page;
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Persistent cookies: help us recognize you as a unique user when you return to our website remember how
you have customized your use of this site and collect and compile anonymous, aggregated information for
analytical purposes.
To make full use of the website, you will need to accept cookies, as the site will not function properly
without them.
By using our website you accept BennBridge’s use of cookies.
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